CIVILIAN GOVERNMENT TODAY: YAHYA QUITTING

Hartal today
In our next edition

More than 100 people were killed and hundreds injured today in clashes between protesters and police in Lahore. The situation was tense in other parts of the country as well.

Mass killing in E. Wing; leaders cable to Thant

Asghar calls on Yahya to quit, face open trial

$ DEVALUED: NEW PARITIES

Nixon affirms Pak unity, says Bhutto

POW: CIVILIANS IN EAST WING; R.G. CONTACTED

GOLD PARITIES CHANGED

Indira disclaims expansionist Afghan policy

Kaun Bo? backs our struggle against India

RAWALPINDI, Dec 18: President Yahya Khan will resign as soon as he hands over Government to the elected representatives of the people tomorrow, it was officially announced here tonight.

According to Pepelea's battle report on the important battlefronts, the advance on the Eastern Front...